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EXHIBIT 5 

Additions underlined 

Deletions [bracketed] 

 

 

NYSE American Rules  

* * * * * 

Trading of Option Contracts 

* * * * * 

Section 900NY.  Rules Principally Applicable to Trading of Option Contracts 

Rules with a “P” modifier are operative for symbols that are trading on the Pillar trading 

platform.  If a symbol is trading on the Pillar trading platform, a rule with the same number as a 

rule with a “P” modifier will no longer be operative for that symbol.  The Exchange will 

announce by Trader Update when symbols are trading on the Pillar trading platform. 

* * * * * 

Rule 980NYP. Electronic Complex Order Trading 

* * * * * 

(g) ECO Risk Checks  

(1) Complex Strategy Limits. The Exchange will establish [a] limits, which will be 

announced by Trader Update, on (A) the maximum number of new complex strategies 

(irrespective of the underlying symbol) that an MPID may request be created (the 

“Strategy Limit”); and (B) the maximum number of new complex strategies in a 

particular underlying symbol that an MPID may request be created (the “Strategy Limit 

per Symbol”)[be requested to be created per MPID, which limit will be announced by 

Trader Update]. When an MPID breaches the Strategy Limit [limit on the maximum 

number of new complex strategies], the Exchange will reject for the rest of the trading 

day all requests from that MPID to create new complex strategies[from that MPID for the 

rest of the trading day]. When an MPID breaches the Strategy Limit per Symbol in a 

particular underlying, the Exchange will reject for the rest of the trading day all requests 

from that MPID to create complex strategies in that underlying symbol. Notwithstanding 

the established [Complex] Strategy Limit and Strategy Limit per Symbol, the Exchange 

may reject a request to create a new complex strategy from any MPID whenever the 

Exchange determines it is necessary in the interests of a fair and orderly market. 

* * * * * 

 


